Science Talent Search – Participants and Projects

**Creative Writing**
Kaitlyn Law – *What was once beautiful* (major bursary)
Isuli Perera – *Climate change, diet change* (minor bursary)
Maya Muir and Disha Moloney – *Martian Cuisine* (minor bursary)
Abigail Lee – *Dear 2021, From 2077* (minor bursary)
Aliyana Rajakulendran – *Climate change, diet change* (minor bursary)
Elysia Wang and Amanda Lee – *The Thaw*

**Experimental Research**
Bethany Orme – *Microplastics in Drinking Water* (minor bursary)
Maddie Wood and Alyce Law – *Sound Frequencies in a Controlled Space* (minor bursary)

**Games**
Lucy Ruddle – *Sustainable Food Solutions* (major bursary)
Audrey Stavrakis and Amber Rastogi – *Pollution Evolution* (minor bursary)
Nonie McLean – *Plan Bee* (minor bursary)
Ency Chen and Juliet Chen – *Consumer Spit*

**Posters**
Silvia Zhang – *Genetically Modified Cotton* (major bursary)
Alice Liu – *Food Design* (minor bursary)
Nina Zhu and Shelly Tao – *Cellular Agriculture* (minor bursary)
Megan Chung – *Producing Food Using Cellular Agriculture*
Tilde Andreasen – *How Climate Change Affects Agriculture*

**Videos**
Alicia Baik – *Aquaponics – The Way Forward?* (minor bursary)
Debbie Guan – *Turning Waste into Food* (minor bursary)
Maddie Tiong and Samantha Chua – *To My Loved Ones*
Lauren Soo – *Ana Arctic: The Apple of the Future*